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The Truth About Transfer: What Community College Students Say They Need to Get Through the Gate

Introduction
Maya Rodriguez* has been taking day and night classes at
her local community college since 2014, working toward
her goal of becoming a nurse, while holding down a job at
a youth empowerment organization. Despite completing
more than 60 units, Maya is rethinking her original aspiration—transferring to the nearby California State University
to secure a bachelor’s degree.
First in her family to pursue a baccalaureate, Maya says support from her college has been variable. Participation in a
transfer-oriented cohort program has helped clarify some of
the steps needed to make the transition to university, however she finds that transfer just “isn’t in the air” at her college.
Although Maya shares that some instructors and transfer
center staff “genuinely do care,” her encounters with general counseling left her feeling ill-informed and discouraged
from her goals. Now, she primarily relies on herself for educational planning—triangulating information from professors, peers, and online resources.
Maya’s biggest concern? Money. Uncertainty about how to
pay for tuition, books, and living expenses, and what financial aid she can secure are leading her to stay put for now.
As Maya explains:

The [associate degree] feels more compelling
than a bachelor’s because it feels like a more
affordable option…. It goes back to the financial
support. If I had more support in that area, then
I wouldn’t have to worry about [committing] to a
job…. I think the [Bachelor’s Degree in Nursing]
route would be so much easier.

IN THIS REPORT…
This report is for California
Community Colleges interested
in a student-centered
approach to strengthening the
transfer pipeline, increasing
baccalaureate completion,
and reducing equity gaps.
It includes:
A framework for
building students’
transfer capacity that
recognizes students’
motivations for
transfer and identifies
four essential factors
impacting their
university readiness
Student perspectives
on each essential
factor influencing their
transfer experience
Possible areas of
opportunity and ways
to take action now
The findings and
recommendations also have
implications for university
partners, intersegmental
collaborations, and advocacy
groups seeking to boost
bachelor’s degree attainment.

* Not participant’s actual name
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There is documented need for California to produce more bachelor’s degree
holders.1 Broad agreement exists that increasing community college transfer
is an essential strategy for achieving this critical goal, while at the same time
closing equity gaps and promoting mobility for residents of a state plagued
with the nation’s highest cost of living.2

The RP Group’s Through the Gate transfer study
reveals a lost opportunity for California:
Students who are close to transfer, yet struggling
to make it to university.3
In Phase 1, this research documented that in a recent five-year period, nearly
300,000 students like Maya had made significant progress toward transfer,
but found themselves stuck in the community college system or had abandoned their goals altogether.
What do students say they need to make it through the transfer gate? In
the study’s second phase, surveys and interviews with over 800 students
across 31 California Community Colleges reveal that transfer students
need colleges and universities to provide a more holistic and integrated
approach to ensure they reach their goals: a bachelor’s degree and
economic mobility for themselves and their families.4
These students—high-leverage learners whose course-taking indicates
they are close to transfer—offer rich and useful perspectives about factors
impacting the entire transfer journey (see Figure 1. Transfer Continuum).
Their input can inform both campus- and system-level efforts to achieve
the California Community Colleges’ Vision for Success goals, and ensure any
student who sets a baccalaureate goal has the funds, knowledge, skills, and
confidence to transfer.
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Transfer Achievers

Made it through the
gate by transferring to
any university, with or
without a degree

Students At the Gate

Achieved an AD-T or completed
the requirements for transfer
(≥60 transferable units, 2.0 GPA,
and transferable English and
math); have not yet transferred

Students Near the Gate

Earned ≥60 transferable units
with a 2.0 GPA, but missing
transferable English and/or
math; have not yet transferred

Momentum Students
Transfer Explorers

Show behavioral intent to
transfer by completing 12 - 44
transferable units within 6 years
of first-time enrollment; have
not yet transferred

Demonstrate momentum
toward a transfer goal
by achieving 45 – 59
transferable units, and
maintaining a 2.0 GPA;
have not yet transferred

Figure 1. Transfer Continuum

A New Framework for Building
Students’ Transfer Capacity
Determining how to improve students’ transfer outcomes must fundamentally start with an understanding of why students are seeking to transfer in
the first place. This research offers a critical reminder that transfer alone is
not students’ ultimate goal, rather…

Students are motivated to transfer to have a better
life, for themselves and their families.
The RP Group | May 2020
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The vast majority (92%) participating in this research reported they are
pursuing a bachelor’s degree to increase their career options and make more
money (86%). As one student shared:
In interviews, students

My poverty [motivates me]. I look
at it, and I say, ‘Okay, this is what I
was taught, but this is what I want
to change. And I don’t want it to be
like that for my future family or for
myself later on in life.’

also expressed an inner
drive to prove to themselves

that

they

can

achieve their goals, as
well as inspire and make
their parents, friends,
and children proud.

At the same time, students resoundingly indicated that the current transfer
experience does not recognize the reality and complexity of community
college students’ lives in the classroom, on and off campus as they work
toward these long-term aspirations. Students further reported insufficient
systems and supports that coherently attend to their entire transfer journey,
from entry all the way through the gate to university. As one student shared:
While this research sur-

The overall feeling most students
have is that transfer is completely
difficult. I think everyone agrees…
that [the college] makes it hard.
You feel that community colleges in
general make it extremely difficult
to transfer.

faced bright spots and
success stories and many
colleges are embracing
student-centered institutional redesign, clearly
more can be done to increase students’ transfer
success. The student perspectives gathered indicate
that…

Students need a more holistic and integrated
approach to ensure progress toward their
educational goal: a bachelor’s degree.
4
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In looking across existing transfer research and speaking directly to students,
four essential factors emerge for building students’ transfer capacity:

Figure 2. Framework for Building Students’ Transfer Capacity

The RP Group | May 2020
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How can I pay
for university?

What
steps do
I need to
take?

These are the big
questions that
weigh on students,
influencing both
their actual
and perceived
readiness for
university.

Certainly, this research highlights the complexity of getting students through
the gate. Students indicate that to varying degrees, all four of these factors play
a role in their transfer journey. Moreover, student perspectives underscore
their intersectionality, with each factor having links to and impact on the
others. Students tell us that when they practically struggle with any one of
these factors, doubt in their overall capacity to make it through the transfer
gate can creep in.
While students’ lives are complex, the issues they have are not insurmountable. This research demonstrates that community colleges and universities have a strategic role to play in boosting students’ transfer preparation
and confidence, such that they know they can achieve a bachelor’s degree.
Students need institutions and systems to make it easier to get through the
gate by attending to these four factors in meaningful ways designed to meet
their actual needs.

6
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While they call out numerous ways big and small that their colleges can provide
support, student input and perspectives underscore that no one solution will
boost their university readiness. Attending to all four factors calls for colleges
to take a holistic and integrated approach that…

•

Redesigns institutional infrastructures and supports, in alignment with
the Guided Pathways movement and equity-focused reform efforts

•

Rethinks how campuses communicate to proactively reach students
at every step of their transfer journey, all the way through the gate to
university

•

Requires a culture where everyone on campus—across all levels and
functions—actively commits to supporting students’ transfer success

•

Refocuses the community college role, taking the long view on preparing
students for a bachelor’s degree and economic mobility, not just transfer

Community colleges cannot do this work alone;
intersegmental collaboration and university
involvement is critical.
Creating a true baccalaureate pathway that meaningfully addresses all four
factors in a comprehensive and coherent way will require an all-hands effort.
This research has implications at all levels—from campus-based culture and
practice, all the way up to system-level policy, as well as considerations by
segment and across segments.

The RP Group | May 2020
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Student Perspectives on
Factors Impacting their
Transfer Capacity
What do students say about the four essential factors impacting their transfer
capacity? We further explore each of these factors below from the student
perspective.

1.
Students

University Affordability:
How Can I Pay for a Bachelor’s Degree?

need

colleges

and

universities

to make it a top priority to work together
to ensure that students understand that
transferring and achieving a bachelor’s degree
is something they can financially attain. This
research shows that students need to become
aware of all costs associated with attending
a university and the full complement of
options for financial assistance, including but
not limited to financial aid, well before they
transfer, preferably soon after they declare
their intent to pursue this goal.

Finances are the biggest
hurdle students cite regarding
transfer regardless of age,
gender, or racial/ethnic
background.
8
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75% of students
describe the cost of the
university tuition as
“very challenging,” with
nearly half listing it as the
biggest challenge they
face when considering
transfer
Over four out of five of
students (82%) indicate
that getting enough
financial aid to pay for
their education is very
motivating to their
transfer effort
Two-thirds of students
worry that cost of
living expenses after
transferring to the
university will be
“very challenging”

The RP Group | May 2020
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As students approach the transfer gate, they become acutely concerned about
paying for university—the top factor impacting students’ transfer decisionmaking. As one student said:
At the same time, students often

One really big thing that’s scaring
me is the money…. I mean, it’s
almost unimaginable that I have
to spend the amount that one
would pay for a very big house in
California simply on education.

do not know the true cost of
university compared to what
it costs to attend community
college, and find themselves
scouring online resources to
patch together this information.
Further, students are concerned
about

expenses

outside

of

tuition and do not necessarily
understand

all

the

costs

associated with enrolling in a bachelor’s program, including books, room
and board, and other living expenses.
Interviews further reveal students’ lack of knowledge about available
assistance, and what steps to take to secure that assistance (including and
beyond financial aid). As one student shared:
This uncertainty leaves students

I am worried about housing the
most because I am unsure if its
covered by financial aid.

with

considerable

financial

anxiety, wondering if transfer
and a baccalaureate degree are
indeed attainable.

AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
•

10

Convene financial aid representatives from your college and partner
universities to determine strategies for building students’ complete
understanding about the total cost of getting a bachelor’s degree early in
and throughout their educational journey
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•

Ensure students know what it costs to attend both community college
and university, what financial supports are available at each institution
type (e.g., Promise Grant vs. Cal Grant Transfer Entitlement5), as well as
what assistance is offered at the state and federal levels to address both
tuition and living expenses

•

Provide workshops that help students complete financial aid forms and
scholarship applications from start to finish, including what options
make the most sense to pursue and what to share about themselves

•

Offer sessions that walk students through their financial aid award
letters, understand what they mean, and what other state and federal
funding might be available

The RP Group | May 2020
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Student Perspectives on Factors Impacting their Transfer Capacity

2.

School-Life Balance:
How Do I Practically Transfer Given My
Numerous Responsibilities?

58% of students
find balancing school
and work responsibilities
“very challenging”

Students need colleges and universities to
actively recognize the complexity of their lives
in how educational services and supports are
delivered, with course scheduling, childcare
availability,

and

access

to

local/regional

42% of students
find balancing school and
family responsibilities
“very challenging”

universities being specific areas of opportunity
for change.

Students are juggling
numerous and often competing school, work,

and family responsibilities in an effort to address
financial hurdles.
Students’ complex lives can make efficient progress toward their baccalaureate challenging, despite significant strides toward the transfer gate.
In some cases, responsibilities outside of school are in direct competition
with students’ transfer goals. As one student shared:
Students observed that

I am the sole income in my
family and work has not allowed
me to transfer.

managing these responsibilities is exacerbated
by the fact that schools
are rarely organized to
address many students’

complex realities. Students reported needing multiple specific courses in
order to transfer and highlighted the obstacles associated with being unable
to access limited offerings and/or scheduling that does not align with their
off-campus responsibilities. One student explained:

12
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These competing responsibilities

I have to take calculus for
business…. The problem is [my
college] doesn’t offer [it] at night
or on the weekends. It’s a morning
class at [the main campus]…. That
may work for a millennial, but not
for someone with a full-time job.

can also lead students to seek
a bachelor’s program close to
home, impacting their university
options.
Notably, students who had exited
without transferring were more
likely than their peers who were
still enrolled at the community
college to agree that they feel

pressure to support their family over pursuing their education, prioritize
choosing a university close to their home, and that they lack university options
in their area.

AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
•

Explore student-centered scheduling to ensure
students are able to get the courses they need during
times and through methods that respond to their offcampus responsibilities

•

Connect students with internal and external
resources that can help with childcare, housing, food,
transportation, and other basic needs

•

Coordinate with university partners to identify
innovative options for students to complete a
baccalaureate degree in programs that may be
impacted locally and for students who are placebound (e.g., university centers, 3+1 programs, and
hybrid programs)

The RP Group | May 2020
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Student Perspectives on Factors Impacting their Transfer Capacity

3.

Pathway Navigation:
What Steps Do I Take to Transfer?

Students need colleges to proactively provide clear and accurate information about transfer processes and requirements, strategically conveyed
across their entire community college journey. This kind of communication
fundamentally assumes that colleges have established efficient transfer
paths from entry to university, and have articulated the steps necessary to
navigate these pathways.

Students are often missing accurate and timely
information about pursuing a bachelor’s degree
throughout their transfer journey—from both their
community colleges and prospective universities.
Looking back, students describe challenges getting on the right transfer path
from the get-go and knowing what to do along the way. This research also
shows that even students who are close to the transfer gate struggle to know
what practical steps to take to transfer and when. One student explains the
precarious position this information gap puts learners in, stating:

A lot of people are left confused in what they’re
doing…there’s all kinds of figuring out on their own…
kind of teetering on the edge of, “Am I doing this
right? Am I taking the right classes?” I think the ones
who have it real lucky are the ones that consistently
go and ask a bunch of questions and don’t stop until
[they] get answers. And that kind of isn’t really good.

14
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This issue is particularly acute for students who had exited, who were less
likely to agree that there was a lot of information available on their campus
about transferring and that their college effectively prepared and supported
them to transfer.
While interviews indicate that in some cases colleges are proactively
and effectively reaching out about transfer, students generally highlight
the significant self-reliance needed to navigate often confusing transfer
pathways. Students describe triangulating information from a variety of
resources to suss out and verify what to study, what courses to take, where
to transfer, what practical steps to take to apply to those destinations and
when, what it might cost, and how to get financial assistance.
They also report using these resources to monitor their progress and check
if they are still taking the right classes. As one student suggests:

It’d be good to emphasize transfer classes and
pathways every semester in order to help students
who may be lost in their educational goal.

Students additionally noted that missteps in course-taking can have a
profound impact on their financial aid eligibility by pushing them toward
unit limits, making the need for better information received earlier in their
journey all the more important.

The RP Group | May 2020
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Different Ways Enrolled and Exited Students
Use Transfer Resources
Top
Resources
Used [All
Students
Combined]

So, where do students who have identified a transfer goal go to source this information?
Among a variety of options, student identified transfer centers, online resources, and
general counseling as top resources for navigating their transfer pathway. Notably,
enrolled students were universally more likely to tap these resources than their exited
peers—indicating lower engagement and connection on the part of students who left the
college and an opportunity to boost their use thereof. We explore these differences below.

Counseling Sessions Focused on Transferring

77%
Counseling
Sessions Focused
on Transferring

72%
Online Resources

71%
Transfer Centers

The vast majority of enrolled students (86%) reported attending a counseling session
focused on transferring, while 78% of exited indicated the same. When accessed, 92%
of students said these sessions were helpful. Note that in addition to formal counseling
sessions, students get transfer information and advice from other individuals, programs,
and groups on campus.

Online Resources
Over three-quarters (77%) of enrolled students used online resources while fewer
exited students (68%) report leveraging these sources. ASSIST.org serves as students’
go-to online resource, followed by university and community college websites, and
various forums and tools (e.g., Reddit, Google Search, YouTube). Students highlighted
the imperative to regularly visit ASSIST.org to keep abreast of changes to program and
transfer requirements for different transfer destinations.

Transfer Centers
Again, over three-quarters (77%) of enrolled students tapped their transfer center, while just
over two-thirds (68%) of exited students used this resource. If available, students say these
centers are helpful to their transfer process once they get connected, indicating the need to
ensure students are aware of and can access this resource early and often. Students report
that strategic positioning of the transfer center in a central location, robust marketing of
the center’s presence and its sponsored events, and incentivizing its use all signal a campus
commitment to their transfer success and practically increase use of available resources.

Community College Professors

67%
Community College
Professors
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Similarly, over three-quarters (76%) of enrolled and two-thirds of exited students
referenced talking to community college instructors for information on transfer.
Students described faculty who make themselves available as particularly impactful.
These faculty offer program-specific guidance and insights into students’ desired career;
welcome them to connect outside of class; share personal stories of success and failure;
ask thoughtful questions; and offer poignant advice.

Students Speak Their Truth about Transfer: What They Need to Get Through the Gate

AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
•

Maximize the visibility of your transfer center
and/or other transfer supports and services on
campus; position resources on campus so they are
more easily accessible and promote them through
strategic communications and outreach

•

Increase university presence through oncampus transfer days, information sessions, and
opportunities to meet one-on-one with university
advisors on your campus; promote aggressively and
incentive student participation

•

Develop technology solutions that help students
access up-to-date information on transfer
requirements and processes and real-time advice
that is specific to their path

•

Facilitate meetings between local/regional college
and university faculty by academic department
to discuss expectations for transfer students in
order to ensure CCC curriculum is preparing these
students for success after transfer

•

Ensure faculty teaching advanced courses in a
program of study/major at your college know the CSU
and UC university application processes and financial
aid deadlines and incorporate this information into
course announcements and activities

The RP Group | May 2020
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Student Perspectives on Factors Impacting their Transfer Capacity

4.

Support Network: Who on Campus Cares
about My Transfer Success

Relationships matter. Students need colleges
to intentionally connect them to a network
of supporters who demonstrate an active
investment in their transfer success. Together,
these

champions

should

offer

students

guidance customized to their unique life
circumstances and transfer goals, help them
manage obstacles impeding progress toward
a bachelor’s degree, and provide sustained

72% of students
indicate that family
support for their transfer
goal is highly motivating
67% of students
report that support
from their community
college similarly impacts
their drive

encouragement throughout their journey.
Students share that they need personalized support and encouragement
no matter where they are on the transfer continuum. When family, friends,
professors, counselors, and support staff take a caring interest in their
transfer success, students feel motivated to persist.
Students express that this support network can be the key to addressing
the other three factors impacting their transfer experience—boosting their
financial awareness, fostering school-life balance, helping them navigate the
transfer path—which empowers them to successfully land a university spot
in their major/program of study

Students say the absence of social support
negatively impacts their transfer decision-making
and compromises their capacity for pursuing a
bachelor’s degree.
This research underscores that this network is not a “nice to have.” Notably,
students who considered transfer at some point but had decided not

18
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to continue their pursuit, as well as those undecided about making the
transition to university, express more concerns about transfer support and
encouragement compared to those who are actively planning to transfer.
Colleges play an essential role in activating this network, especially in the
absence of support at home or in students’ off-campus communities. As one
student stated:

Transfer exponentially increases the cost of school,
and for someone who does not get financial aid, it
can be daunting and challenging. Having the school
support is nice, like having counselors and staff
care about, encourage, and support your goals. This
is especially important when [students] don’t have
family support.

Yet, interviews reveal that right now, students often feel alone in their
transfer process. As one student described:

A lot of times, it feels like people are fighting their own
battles [at my college]…. It just doesn’t really feel like
everyone’s connected…like they’re fighting together.
A lot of times, it feels like a lot of people are on their
personal journeys by themselves.

Who do students turn to on campus? In interviews, students point to both
instructional and counseling faculty as key players in this support network,
with counselors having a particularly critical role.

The RP Group | May 2020
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Students universally emphasize the consequential
impact counselors can make on students’ transfer
capacity, depending on the counselor’s approach.
Students explain that when counselors go beyond simply providing
information to demonstrating a true personal interest in their transfer
success, it can profoundly and positively influence their perceived and actual
readiness for university. Students characterized counselors who take this
approach as sincere, authentic, and able to build rapport and think about
students’ “big picture.” Students sometimes considered these individuals to
be family members.
At the same time, students expressed the belief that counselors who take a
more transactional approach can hinder their educational journey. Students
described interfacing with counselors who were perfunctory and lacked
empathy. They pointed to the adverse effect of receiving misguided advice
on courses and action steps from counselors who were unaware of transfer
requirements. They also spoke to the negative impact of structural issues
that impede developing a relationship with a counselor, such as seeing
numerous counselors at one college, and being unable to see counselors
due to a lack of appointment slots.
One student’s experience conveys the make-or-break impact counselors can
have, underscoring the need for colleges to pay special attention to these
essential players in students’ transfer support network:

Every time I met with her, she remembered me. She
remembered that I was a commuter. She remembered
everything. She went over every inch of my journey….
She got in the trenches with me as though [she was]
getting her degree. It took three counselors for me to
find one like that because that’s what you need…. If
you don’t have the right information, you’re going to
fall on your face.

20
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AREAS OF OPPORTUNITY
•

Outreach to high-leverage students (45 or more transferable units) who have
not seen a counselor in the most recent term to connect them to the relevant
resources and services that can help ensure their transfer success

•

Structure person-to-person support that helps students develop a relationship
with at least one individual on campus who can provide personalized guidance
and encouragement; consider a range of options to increase college capacity
to provide this network including instructional faculty, transfer counselors,
general counselors, success coaches, educational advisors, student support
specialists, and mentors (e.g., successful transfers attending university,
college employees in the student’s chosen field)

•

Develop peer groups for students who have indicated a transfer goal (e.g.,
transfer club), have similar educational/career goals (i.e., meta-majors), and/
or are close to the transfer gate; provide them space to problem solve together,
encourage each other, feel a sense of belonging, and receive just-in-time support

•

Work with university partners to identify how to start building connections
between prospective transfer students and the university to help students
gain a better sense of the support network that awaits them post-transfer

21

Ways to Start Boosting Your
Students’ Transfer Capacity Now
Every year, roughly 60,000 students stop at the transfer gate, struggling
to get to university and reach their ultimate goal: a bachelor’s degree.
More students achieving a baccalaureate degree means increased mobility for
individual Californians, and more civic and economic strength for the state.
Certainly, building the transfer capacity of significantly more students
will require a concerted effort from numerous education stakeholders on
campuses and across our state’s higher education systems over time. CSU
and UC partners have a particularly important role to play in supporting
more students through the transfer gate.
Community colleges can lead this effort, taking steps now toward a
more integrated and holistic approach. While not exhaustive, the Areas of
Opportunity spotlighted throughout this report offer specific strategies for
addressing each of the four essential factors that impact students’ transfer
capacity. We encourage colleges to explore which of these strategies make
sense in their local context given Vision for Success, Guided Pathways and
Student Equity priorities.
To ground this exploration and immediately identify and help high-leverage
students on your campus, we strongly recommend that colleges start by…

1.

Identifying and proactively reaching out to students who are
close to transfer right now; connect them with someone on campus
who can assess their needs and share specific steps, resources, and
supports for getting through the gate to university; consider contacting
students who have made considerable progress along the transfer
continuum, including high-leverage learners who are at the gate (ADT
earners), near the gate (60+ transferable units, 2.0+ GPA) but have not
transferred, and momentum students (45-59 transferable units)

• Find specific instructions in Identifying High-Leverage Transfer Students
on Your Campus: Through the Gate Methodology Tool 1 6

2.

22

Quantifying the transfer population on your campus using
the transfer continuum as your guide; disaggregate these data
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by different student characteristics
to

better

understand

who

your

high-leverage students are on your
campus, and how boosting their
transfer rates can help you close
equity gaps

• Conduct
using

this

the

additional

model

analysis

described

in

Determining Students Transfer Odds
on Your Campus: Through the Gate
Methodology Tool 2 7

• Compare your findings to the results
summarized in both disaggregated
Phase 2 research brief that is forthcoming spring 2020, and Transfer
Odds: Examining Factors that Impact
whether Students Achieve Transfer or
Get Stuck Near or At the Gate 8

3.

directly to map their transfer
journey and better understand their
experience with the four essential
factors for building students’ transfer
outlined

above

on

Through the Gate shows that when asked,
students have powerful perspectives and
essential insight about how to increase
their transfer success. When talking to
students about and mapping their transfer
journey, explore:

• How your college articulates the value

proposition for pursuing transfer and a
bachelor’s degree

• How your college helps them with

educational goal and career selection

• When they choose a transfer goal and

Talking to high-leverage students

capacity

Engage Students as Partners
in Your Transfer Redesign

your

campus, identifying gaps in how your
institution addresses these factors
and surface redesign opportunities
(see Engage Students as Partners in Your
Transfer Redesign, in sidebar at right).

Join Us!
Visit www.rpgroup.org/through-the-gate
for research briefs and reports, tools,

major/program of study

• How they learn about courses required
for transfer

• If your college is offering courses and

services in a way that meets their needs
and what might need to change

• How your college informs them when

they achieve specific milestones as they
approach the transfer gate

• Who provides them consistent advising
• How your college informs them about
university costs, financial aid, and
additional financial assistance for
university

Find considerations for effectively engaging students as partners in institutional
redesign in Students Shaping Change.9

resources, and infographics.
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Appendix: Through the Gate Phase 2
Methodology Overview
The second phase of the Through the Gate transfer study consisted of an online survey and in-depth
phone interviews with students whose course-taking indicated they were close to the transfer gate:
students who had completed at least 60 transferable units and maintained a 2.0 grade point average
(GPA), but had not yet transferred.
The survey reached over 1,596 students who were identified as near- or at-the-gate between 2010-2014
and who were either enrolled in fall 2018 or who had exited. Of those participants, 809 fit the specific
criteria outlined above and completed the survey. The remainder had transferred in the time between
being identified and being contacted for the survey, and where therefore filtered out of the survey.
Participants hailed from 31 California Community Colleges10 across the state, with a focus on the Inland
Empire and Central Valley. Follow-up interviews with 39 survey respondents in summer 2019 engaged
both those still working toward transfer, as well as students anticipating fall 2019 enrollment in university.
Visit www.rpgroup.org/through-the-gate for research briefs and reports, tools, resources, and infographics.

Endnotes
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Through the Gate Transfer Study Overview
The RP Group’s Through the Gate transfer study aims to identify strategies for increasing
transfer among “high-leverage” learners—students who complete all or most of their
transfer requirements but who do not make it to university. The study includes:
Phase 1: Mapping the
Transfer Landscape
(2016 – 2018)
Quantitative research to
understand the transfer
landscape, determining:
(1) how many students in
California arrived at the
transfer gate, but did not go
through, and (2) who they
are and where they reside

Phase 2: Getting Better
Directions (2019)

Phase 3: Engaging for
Action (2020)

Quantitative and
qualitative research with
students who are close to
transfer to understand
what factors impact
their journey and how
policy and practice might
change to propel them
through the transfer gate

Convenings with CCC,
CSU, and UC leaders,
educators, researchers,
and advocacy groups
to identify strategic
opportunities to
strengthen transfer
success based on
findings
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